Self-assembled supramolecular nano vesicles for safe and highly efficient gene delivery to solid tumors
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Abstract: The main obstacles for cationic polyplexes in gene delivery are in vivo instability and low solid-tumor accumulation. Safe vectors with high transfection efficiency and in vivo tumor accumulation are therefore highly desirable. In this study, the amphiphilic block copolymer poly(n-butyl methacrylate)-b-poly(N-acryloylmorpholine) was synthesized by reversible addition–fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) radical polymerization. The corresponding well-defined vesicles with narrow size distribution were tailored by finely regulating the packing parameter (β) of copolymer (1/2 < β < 1). Compared with traditional “gold-standard” polycation (polyethylenimine, 25 kDa), plasmid DNA condensing efficiency, DNase I degradation protection, and cellular uptake were improved by the supramolecular nano vesicles. In addition, the plasmid DNA transferring efficiency in 10% fetal bovine serum medium was enlarged five times to that of polyethylenimine in renal tubular epithelial and human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines. This improved in vitro transfection was mainly attributed to the densely packed bilayer. This stealth polyplex showed high serum stability via entropic repulsion, which further protected the polyplex from being destroyed during sterilization. As indicated by the IVIS® Lumina II Imaging System (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA) 24 hours post-intravenous administration, intra-tumor accumulation of the stealth polyplex was clearly promoted. This study successfully circumvented the traditional dilemma of efficient gene transfection at a high nitrogen-from-polyethylenimine to phosphate-from-DNA ratio that is accompanied with site cytotoxicity and low stability. As such, these simply tailored non-cytotoxic nano vesicles show significant potential for use in practical gene therapy.
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Introduction

In the last two decades, there has been ever-increasing interest in gene delivery research, as many diseases, tissue regeneration, and anticancer therapies have genetic bases.¹,² “Gene therapy” has been defined as the treatment of human disease by the transfer of guest genes into the patient’s specific host cells to correct missing genes, replace defective genes, or downregulate aberrant gene expression.³,⁴ Successful transference of the foreign gene to the nuclei of host cells involves many steps, including carrier fabrication, polyplex formation, in vivo long circulation, intracellular transportation, and endosomal escape. These all strongly rely on the properties of carriers. Traditional physical transferring methods, including electroporation, microinjection, and the gene gun, have not proved convenient for in vivo manipulation.⁵ Further, the use of virus vectors with relatively high transfection efficiency has also been limited due to a few
fatal accidents in clinical trials. As alternative non-virus candidates, liposomes and polymersomes have been developed in recent years. However, liposomes, assembled from lipids, are multicomponent, generally heterogeneous in size, and have morphologically unstable structures, which result in relatively low transferring efficiencies. In contrast, synthesized polymer vectors have progressed very well due to their low immunogenicity, having no integration requirement and no limit on plasmid size, ability to be mass produced at a controlled quality, and ability to target specific cells.

Among the tremendous number of synthesized polymers developed, polycations have been widely used due to their high affinity to anionic genetic materials. Polyethylenimine (PEI), the well-known “proton sponge,” which has modifiable properties, is an excellent candidate for fabricating non-virus vectors as it has certain advantages, including that it is relatively easy to prepare, has tunable composition, and high transfection efficiency. Although PEI has performed well in transferring genes to in vitro cultured cells in serum-free conditions, successful gene delivery based on PEI is still rather difficult because of its undeterminable surface properties resulting in in vivo instability. Moreover, most of the previous studies based on PEI homo- or copolymers have shown that successful gene transfection requires the nitrogen-from-PEI/phosphate-from-DNA ratio (N/P) to be >7 or even more. This high N/P has led to undesirable cytotoxic effects on either the targeting cell or the normal tissue. In addition, it has been difficult to drain the excess PEI away at the intracellular level due to the very high N/P. Thus, claims of high transfection efficiency via PEI (or other polycations) at a high N/P seem contradictory for in vivo application, which has limited its application in practical gene therapy.

The ideal polyplex should transfer genes in vivo in serum-containing conditions and escape enzyme degradation. Accumulation at the tumor post-intravenous injection should be as high as possible. Fortunately, polymer vesicles self-assembled from a corresponding amphiphilic block copolymer have large hydrophilic hollow inner spaces and densely packed non-charged bilayer surfaces, which answer the outlined issues. The size, structure, and surface-chain density of vesicles can be collectively altered by regulating the copolymer’s molecular weight, polydispersity, and side-chain composition. Further, they can escape the reticuloendothelial system which can be suppressed via structural tailoring. Accumulation of vesicles at the tumor via the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect can be promoted by well-defined chemistries and the fine-tuning of unique physicochemical properties.

In this study, a well-defined amphiphilic block copolymer, poly(n-butyl methacrylate)-b-poly(N-acryloylmorpholine), (PBMA-b-PNAM), was finely prepared by reversible addition-fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) radical polymerization. The hydrophobic to hydrophilic block ratio was regulated at 73/51, resulting in a packing parameter in the range of 0.5–1.0. The well-defined vesicles were successfully prepared and characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Then a fluorescent reporting gene, pEGFP-N1, was condensed in situ into these novel vesicles in a self-assembly process. Two cell lines, renal tubular epithelial (293T) and human hepatocellular carcinoma (HepG2), were used to evaluate the promotion of transferring efficiency and this was tested by inverse fluorescent microscopy, flow cytometry, and confocal laser scanning microscopy. Entrapment efficiency, stability, and enhanced cellular uptake and intracellular transportation, as well as the corresponding mechanism, were also systemically investigated using quantum dot (QD) 605. The in vivo intra-tumor accumulation was evaluated in a BALB/c nude mouse xenografted tumor model and imaged using the IVIS® Lumina II Imaging System (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA).

**Materials and methods**

**Materials**

Branched PEI (Mw = 25,000 g/mol) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO) and used as received. The macromolecular RAFT agent with disulfide bond and phenyl end-group poly(n-Butyl methacrylate) (PBMA) was kindly provided by Teruo Okano’s group (Tokyo Women’s Medical University, Tokyo, Japan). N-acryloylmorpholine (AM) was purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals (Osaka, Japan) and purified by distillation under reduced pressure. Also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich was 4,4’-Azobis(4-cyanopentanoic acid), which was purified by recrystallization. Sodium thiosulfate, tetrahydrofuran (THF), N,N-dimethylacetamide, diethyl ether, disodium hydrogen phosphate, monosodium phosphate, hydrated phosphotungstate, and highly purified 1,4-dioxane were obtained from Wako Pure Chemicals and used without further purification. Further, 2-Ethanolamine (Kanto Chemical Co, Tokyo, Japan), maleimide (Sigma-Aldrich), Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), bovine serum albumin (BSA; minimum 96%) (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (chloride salt) (DOTAP; Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) were used as received. Water used in this study was purified by a...
Milli-Q A10 (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA) water purification system at resistivity $\sim 18.2 \text{ M}\Omega \cdot \text{cm}$.

**Synthesis of PBMA$_x$-b-PNAM$_y$ diblock copolymers**

PBMA$_x$-b-PNAM$_y$ block copolymers with different hydrophobic/hydrophilic block lengths ($x/y$) were synthesized by RAFT radical polymerization using PBMA with a disulfide bond and phenyl end-group as macro-chain transfer agent (CTA). A macromolecular RAFT agent copolymerized with hydrophilic monomer AM with a small amount of radicals at 70°C is shown in the first step in Figure 1A. PBMA (10 mmol/L), 4,4′-Azobis(4-cyanopentanoic acid) (2 mmol/L), and AM (0.65 M) were dissolved in 10 mL 1,4-dioxane. The solution was then degassed through three freeze–pump–thaw cycles. The polymerization was conducted at 70°C for 24 hours. After polymerization, the solution was precipitated twice in excess diethyl ether then dried under vacuum to recover the pale pinkish polymer. The number of respective monomer units of $b$-poly(N-acryloylmorpholine) (BMA) and AM were described as $x$ and $y$, respectively. $X$ and $y$ mainly changed with the monomer to initiator ratio.

**Figure 1** (A) The synthesis process: end-group conversion of PBMA$_x$-b-PNAM$_y$ block copolymer ($x/y = 73/51$) by reversible addition–fragmentation chain-transfer polymerization. (B) Composition characterization of PBMA$_x$-b-PNAM$_y$ by proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy using chloroform-d as the solvent.

**Abbreviations:** PBMA$_x$-b-PNAM$_y$, poly(n-butyl methacrylate)-b-poly(N-acryloylmorpholine); THF, tetrahydrofuran.
Aminolysis and conversion of polymer termini

As shown in the second step in Figure 1A, the phenyl group on the polymer termini was easily converted to a thiol group by aminolysis of dithiobenzoate.\textsuperscript{33,34} Briefly, the weight proportional amount of PBMA-b-PNAM diblock copolymer (0.015 mmol), 2 mol equivalent of sodium thiosulfate, and 40 mol equivalent of maleimide against terminal groups were dissolved in 5 mL THF deoxidized by N\textsubscript{2} gas bubbling for 2 hours. Further, 2-Ethanolamine (20 mol equivalent to phenyl group) in 2 mL deoxidized THF was slowly dropped into the polymer solutions under bubbling N\textsubscript{2} then the reaction was kept at room temperature and dark conditions for 24 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere. After the reaction, the solution was dialyzed against water using a dialysis tube (MWCO 1000, Spectra/Pro 6, Spectrum Medical Industries, Los Angeles, CA) to remove the unreacted chemicals and byproducts. Finally, the final white polymer products were recovered by freeze-drying.

Characterization of the block copolymers

The polymer chemical compositions were determined using a proton nuclear magnetic resonance (\textsuperscript{1}H NMR) instrument (INOVA 400, Varian, Palo Alto, CA) using chloroform-\textit{d} (Sigma-Aldrich) as the solvent (Figure 1B). The hydrophobic/hydrophilic block length was calculated based on ultraviolet (UV) using phenyl group absorption.\textsuperscript{14}

Cell culture

Two cell lines, 293T and HepG2, were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). Cells were propagated and maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10\% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS). Cultures were incubated in a controlled-atmosphere incubator at 37\°C with 5\% CO\textsubscript{2}, DMEM and FBS were purchased from Gibco BRL (Grand Island, NY). Before the in vitro transfection and other experiments, the cells were pre-cultured until 75\% confluence was reached.

Fabrication of vesicles

The vesicles were prepared by directly dissolving the block copolymer in acetone and mixing with 16 times the volume of this resultant solution of Milli-Q water followed by dialysis.\textsuperscript{31} Briefly, 2.4 mg of block copolymer was dissolved in 0.3 mL of acetone under sonicate for about 2 minutes. After the polymer had dissolved completely, about 4.8 mL of Milli-Q water was added dropwise into the polymer solution under stirring over about 10 minutes. Then the solution was dialyzed against Milli-Q water using a membrane (molecular weight cut-off: 3500) at 4\°C for 2 hours to remove the small amount of organic solvent. Following this, the solution was collected and the concentration was calculated at \~0.5 mg/mL by weighing. The vesicle solution was stocked for further characterization.

Characterization of vesicles

The hydrodynamic diameter and size distribution were determined by a ZetaSizer Nano-ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) equipped with a He-Ne laser (633 nm) at scattering angle of 173\° with concentration \~0.05 mg/mL. To prepare stained specimens for standard TEM (using a Hitachi H-7000 [Tokyo, Japan] electron microscope) experiments, about 5 \textmu L of the vesicle solution with a concentration of 1 mg/mL, diluted from the stocked solution using Milli-Q water, was dropped onto 200-mesh Formvar-free carbon-coated copper grids (Ted Pella Type-A; nominal carbon thickness 2–3 nm). After evaporating the water by exposing the grids to air at room temperature, the sample was inversely covered with a small drop of an aqueous hydrated phosphotungstate solution with a mass fraction of 2\%. Conventional TEM images were obtained at 100 kV. The electronic pictures were converted from film by scanning.

Cytotoxicity assessment was carried out on 293T cells using a Cell-Counting Kit-8 (Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Inc, Rockville, MD) assay. Cells were seeded in a 96-well plate at an initial density of circa 5000 cells/well in 100 \textmu L of complete DMEM. After 24 hours, the cells were treated with either vesicle or PEI at different concentrations ranging from 0 to 10 \textmu g/mL. The treated cells were incubated in a humidified environment with 5\% CO\textsubscript{2} at 37\°C for 48 hours. After washing twice with PBS, 100 \textmu L of DMEM (FBS free) containing Cell-Counting Kit-8 was added to each well. The plate was then incubated in the dark at 37\°C with 5\% CO\textsubscript{2} for about 3 hours. The absorbance (\textit{A}) at 450 nm was recorded by a microplate reader (Thermo Multiskan MK3, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). The cell viability was calculated as the following function:

\[
\text{Cell viability} \% = \frac{A_{\text{sample}} - A_{\text{blank}}}{(A_{\text{control}} - A_{\text{blank}})} \times 100, \tag{1}
\]

where \textit{A} \textsubscript{sample}, \textit{A} \textsubscript{control}, and \textit{A} \textsubscript{blank} are the absorbance values of the sample, the cells, and the culture medium, respectively.
Amplification and purification of plasmid DNA (pDNA)
A model pDNA encoding a red-shifted variant of the wild-type green fluorescence protein (GFP) (pEGFP-N1; Clontech Laboratories Inc, Mountain View, CA) was used in this study. This plasmid carries the SV40 promoter and enhancer that drive the firefly luciferase gene. The pEGFP-N1 plasmid was amplified in transformed Escherichia coli cultured in 1 mL Luria-Bertani medium containing 10 mg/mL of kanamycin then shaken at 280 rpm for 16 hours at 37°C. The amplified pEGFP-N1 was purified using the Concert Rapid Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). The purity of such pDNA was indicated by the A₂₆₀/A₂₈₀ value, which was about 1.8 and in the range 1.7–2.0. The concentration of pDNA was then measured by UV absorbance with a GeneQuant RNA/DNA Calculator (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) at 260 nm. The purity of the pDNA was further confirmed using double restriction enzyme digestion with BamHI and HindIII and indicated by 0.7% agarose gel electrophoresis.

Polyplex formation with pEGFP-N1 report gene
For the polyplex formed with PEI, proportional PEI was dissolved in Milli-Q water, then a pDNA solution was prepared with the calculated weight for the N/P = 10. Following this, the two solutions were mixed under vortex for about 5 minutes. For the vesicle/pDNA polyplex, the same amount of pDNA was mixed with an appropriate amount of block copolymer (containing DOTAP 5% molar to polymer) in 0.5 mL of acetone and vortexed for 3 minutes. Then about 4.5 mL Milli-Q water was added to this acetone solution under stirring followed by dialysis with Milli-Q water at 4°C for about 4 hours. The pDNA was entrapped in situ into the polyplex and the impurities, including any organic solvent, unloaded pDNA, and polymer, were removed by the dialysis. All the polyplex solutions were stored at ~4°C for future use. A hydrophilic Millipore membrane (MF-Millipore, Millipore Corporation) with pore sizes of 0.45 µm was used to clean the polyplex solution.

Characterization of the polyplex
The hydrodynamic diameter and size distribution were determined at 25°C using the Zetasizer Nano-ZS DLS instrument equipped with a He-Ne laser (633 nm) at a scattering angle of 173°. Each sample was measured in three runs and the average was calculated with cumulative errors smaller than 5%. The concentration was about 0.05 mg/mL in water. The zeta potential in aqueous solutions was measured using a Zetasizer 3000HS (Malvern Instruments) using 5 mM NaCl as the baseline.

Gel retardation assay
About 20 µL of the polyplex samples formed the freshly stocked pDNA (as marker) and PEI-pDNA (at the N/P ~ 10) and vesicle-pDNA were analyzed using 0.7% agarose gel containing 1:10,000 GelRed™ (Biotium, Inc, Hayward, CA) nucleic acid stain. This assay can be used to evaluate the pDNA condensing profile. Gel electrophoresis was carried out in 1 × Tris-acetate-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA) at 100 V for 30 minutes in an electrophoresis apparatus (FR-250, Shanghai FURI Science and Technology Co, Ltd, Shanghai, China). DNA bands were visualized using a UV lamp using a gel image analysis system (FR-980, Shanghai Furi). Heparin was used to evaluate the pDNA release profile as heparin can de-complex the pDNA from the polyplex. In general, a small amount of heparin was added to the abovementioned polyplex solution and kept for about 3 hours at room temperature. Then the polyplex incubated with different concentrations of heparin was analyzed to evaluate the release profile using the mentioned 0.7% agarose gel.

Naked pDNA and polyplex condensed with pDNA were incubated with and without 2 µL of DNase I at the concentration 0.5 unit/µL for 10 minutes at 37°C. The DNase I was then inactivated by adding EDTA (2.5 mM, 2 µL). After the inactivation, the solution was heated to 80°C and maintained at this temperature for about 2 minutes. The pDNA was then released from the polyplex by adding 10 mg/mL of heparin and keeping the solution at room temperature for about 3 hours. Finally, the polyplex solutions were analyzed using the mentioned 0.7% agarose gel.

Transfection efficiency evaluation by fluorescent microscopy and flow cytometry
For in vitro transfection studies, 293T/HepG2 cells were seeded onto 24-well plates at a density of 5 × 10⁴ per well in 0.5 mL of DMEM containing 1% antibiotics for 24 hours prior to transfection. For evaluating the proteins in the transfection, two parallel experiments were conducted using
0.5 mL of DMEM medium either with or without 10% FBS. Either the PEI- or vesicle-based polyplex solution containing 3 µg pDNA were added to each well and were incubated with the cells for 6 hours under standard culturing conditions. Then the medium was replaced with 0.5 mL of fresh DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and cultured for a further 18 hours, resulting in a total transfection time of about 48 hours. It should be noted that all the polyplex solutions were filtrated using a hydrophilic Millipore (MF-Millipore with pore size ~450 nm) before being incubated with the cells. QD-605 aqueous solution obtained from Wuhan Jiayuan Quantum Dot Co, Ltd (Wuhan, China) was used to evaluate the intracellular internalization. The QD loading and incubation method was the same as that for the pDNA transfection. The fluorescent image of each sample was directly obtained by inverse fluorescent microscopy.

Flow cytometry was used to quantitatively indicate the fluorescent intensity of the pDNA or QDs for analyzing transfection efficiency, including cellular uptake and intracellular release. The 293T/HepG2 cells were seeded into 24-well microplates (1 × 10⁵ cells/mL, 500 µL/well) and cultured for 12 hours. The cells were then incubated with the PEI and vesicle polyplexes in the medium either with or without 10% FBS. After culturing at 37°C for about 6 hours, the medium was removed and gently rinsed twice with PBS. Then inverse fluorescent microscopy of the pDNA (green) and QDs (red) was undertaken. After the cells were rinsed and centrifuged, the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) and the positive ratio were obtained using a FACScan Flow Cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA).

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)

To further analyze the polymer vesicle-enhanced pDNA transfection and endocytosis efficiency, CLSM was used to investigate the polyplex endocytosis profile. The same amount of each of the polyplexes formed with PEI and vesicles were incubated with 293T/HepG2 cells for about 24 hours during which the plasmid pEGFP-N1 was taken up by the wild-type cells. After being rinsed at room temperature, the cells were transferred to a glass slide (Nalge Nunc International, Penfield, NY) was pre-attached on the bottom of the well of a six-well dish. The cell density was around 1 × 10⁵ cells/well in 2 mL of normal culture medium. After culturing on the glass slide for about 12 hours, the medium was piped out and the sample was rinsed twice with PBS. The samples were then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 15 minutes. Following this, 0.3% Triton X-100 was used to permeate the cells for another 15 minutes at room temperature. Slides were washed three times with PBS for 5 minutes each time then the nuclei were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; 1:1000) at 37°C for 5 minutes in the dark. Samples were visualized using CLSM (LSM 710, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) excited at 488 and emissions were collected at the wavelength of 515 nm.

Serum stability examination using DLS

The interaction between the nano carriers and BSA was examined by DLS using a Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern Instruments). Firstly, the size and size distribution of the polyplex (PEI and vesicles with pDNA) with a concentration ~0.5 mg/mL and the BSA solution with a concentration ~25 mg/mL in PBS (10 ×) were measured by DLS. Secondly, the polyplex (concentration 0.5 mg/mL in water) was mixed with BSA (concentration 25 mg/mL in PBS) under stirring for about 5 minutes to form the mixture solution. The size and size distribution of the polyplex and BSA mixture was also measured by DLS.

In vivo tumor accumulation profile

The experimental animals (BALB/c nude mice, male, approximately 4–6 weeks old, ~20 g) were purchased from the Shanghai Experimental Animal Center of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). The mice were maintained in a pathogen-free environment and allowed to acclimate for at least 1 week before tumor implantation. Firstly, the tumor-bearing mice model was set up as follows: the BALB/c nude mice were inoculated subcutaneously on the right of their backs with 5 × 10⁶ human breast adenocarcinoma (MDA-MB-231) cells (in 100 µL culture medium) to develop xenograft tumors. After about 2 weeks, the volume of the tumors reached about 50 mm³. The success of the xenograft tumor model was demonstrated by tumor luminescent images. Briefly, mice were given an intraperitoneal injection of luciferin (Promega, Fitchburg, WI) at a dose of 150 mg/kg. The tumors were viewed using an IVIS® Lumina II Imaging System (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA), which captured visible light photographs and luminescent images. The immunofluorescence revealed a high epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) expression in MDA-MB-231 tumor tissues, indicating that the tumors were successfully xenografted in vivo.

In the following in vivo distribution experiments, the BALB/c nude mice were inoculated subcutaneously on the right of their backs with 5 × 10⁶ HepG2 cells (in 100 µL culture medium) to develop xenograft tumors. After about
2 weeks, the volume of tumors reached about 50 mm³. The mice bearing HepG2 tumors were randomly assigned to one of two groups with three mice/group. The PEI- and vesicle-based polyplexes containing fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) were administered once a day for three days via the tail vein with an overall dosage of 50 μg/mouse. One group received the PEI-based polyplex and the other received the vesicle-based polyplex. The distribution of the FITC accumulation profile was indicated by luminescent image 24 hours after the final injection. The mice were anaesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane in 1:2 O₂/N₂ then the IVIS imaging system was used to view the accumulation profile. All studies were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Committee on Animals of the Second Military Medical University, Shanghai, China.²⁵

Data analysis
Data were accumulated and expressed as the means ± standard deviation. Student’s t-test was used to assess statistical significance of difference between group means, and P values of 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results and discussion
Polymer design for tailoring of well-defined vesicles
The structure and morphology of copolymers in bulk state are determined by the composition, solvent quality, temperature, and polymer concentration as described in the well-known copolymer phase diagram.²⁶ The composition of a copolymer is a thermodynamic factor, namely, a determining factor, whereas the concentration is a dynamic factor. Thus, the final structure and morphology of self-assembled aggregates strongly depend on the corresponding amphiphilic block copolymer compositions and concentrations.²⁷ For obtaining a well-defined structural aggregate, the first step is to synthesize a block copolymer with a unique composition. Living radical polymerization is a conventional method for regulating block compositions.²⁸ Among the specific methods available, RAFT radical polymerization is commonly used. RAFT radical polymerization can be applied to a wide range of monomers under mild experimental conditions.²⁹ In this study, we firstly used RAFT radical polymerization to synthesize a series of amphiphilic PBMAₓ–ₚCHₓ–ₚPNAMᵧ block copolymers with different block lengths (x/y), as shown in Figure 1A. The hydrophobic macromolecular RAFT agent (PBAMₓ₃₅) containing a reactive end-group was used to link the hydrophilic monomer AM using the conventional process, which resulted in about 51 monomer units (PBMAₓ₃₅–ₚCHₓ–ₚPNAMᵧ with x/y = 73/51) and a reaction efficiency of about 80%.

The composition of this PBMAₓ₃₅–ₚCHₓ–ₚPNAMᵧ block copolymer was characterized by 1H NMR in chloroform-d, as shown in Figure 1B. The 1.0, 3.3, and 4.0 ppm correspond to the special H signal from PBMA of –CH₃ and two –CH₂ groups, respectively, on the side chain. While the characteristic signal at ~3.8 ppm was generated from the –CH₃ on the morpholine group from AM, which clearly showed the AM was successfully introduced to the PBMA chains. The absorption wavelength of phenyl group at the end of the polymer is about 485 nm. Similar to our previous study,³⁰ there were about 51 hydrophilic monomer units – this was calculated based on UV testing. Both the 1H NMR and UV testing indicated the block linking and composition of the amphiphilic PBMAₓ₃₅–ₚCHₓ–ₚPNAMᵧ block copolymer. The relative molecular weight was also confirmed using gel permeation chromatography (Figure S1). Additionally, to avoid the hydrophobic phenyl group affecting the assembly, the phenyl end-group was converted to a hydrophilic maleimide group, as shown in the second step in Figure 1A.

In our previous study, the copolymer composition on the aggregate structure in aqueous solution was systematically investigated. In the present study, to obtain the well-defined vesicles, the hydrophobic/hydrophilic block-length ratio was increased. Figure 2A shows the block copolymer composition’s dependence on its packing parameter (β) in aqueous solution. The β increased with hydrophobic/hydrophilic block-length ratio. The condition for obtaining vesicles is that its β must be in the range of 0.5–1.²³,³⁷ The mechanism and tailoring of the vesicles will be discussed in the following section. Figure 2A1 shows the size and size distribution of the vesicles in aqueous solution. It can be seen that the vesicles have a relatively narrow size distribution around 100 nm. This size is preferable for gene delivery because the size range 20–200 nm is best for EPR. The cytotoxicity profile of such self-assembled vesicles is shown in Figure 2A2. In the testing concentration range, the vesicles showed no cytotoxicity. However, the PEI seemed very toxic against 293T cells, with a half-cell survival concentration of <3 μg/mL. Figure 2B shows the morphology of the vesicles obtained using TEM. As marked in the TEM image, it is helpful to see that the vesicles fabricated in our experiments did have well-defined hollow inner hydrophilic cores (the pale inner disk) and bilayer structures (the light black circle surrounding the pale inner disk). It was expected that the hydrophilic inner space would entrap the hydrophilic oligonucleotides (pDNA) while the surrounding densely packed hydrophilic bilayer would stabilize the polyplex. In the middle of the bilayers, the hydrophobic blocks
were densely arrayed. The freedom of H atoms along the hydrophobic chain was thus strongly limited, with the result that its signal was lost in NMR. As shown in Figure 2B1, the signals of 2 and 3 indicated in Figure 1B disappeared in the D$_2$O solution, proving that the well-defined structural nano non-cytotoxic vesicles were successfully tailored by regulating the block copolymer compositions.

**pDNA loading, enzyme protection, and release**

PEI is the best choice for the pDNA transfection due to its hypothesized ability to avoid trafficking to degradative lysosomes. Based on the “proton sponge” hypothesis, the buffering capacity of PEI contributes to osmotic swelling and rupture of endosomes, which results in release of the vector into the cytoplasm. However, as mentioned, PEI also has extreme cytotoxicity that has limited its application in vitro and in vivo. Many methods have been tried to reduce this cytotoxicity by modification of the PEI chain. Chemical conjugation and polymerization with PEI may decrease the gene-condensing efficiency. Alternatively, to increase the transferring efficiency and in vitro/vivo stability of the polyplex, the N/P had to be increased to >10 or above. However, this high N/P is, in fact, not suitable for the application of PEI.

Considering issues such as transferring efficiency, cytotoxicity, and stability, we designed and prepared a vesicle-based polyplex for gene delivery. The pDNA loading efficiency, enzyme protection, and release profile were investigated by gel retardation assay. The pDNA loading profile and DNA degradation protection profile were investigated as shown in Figure 3A. Here, band m was the marker. Bands r, d, p, and v were the pDNA, PEI/pDNA, polymer/pDNA, and vesicle/pDNA, respectively, incubated without the DNA enzyme. Bands re, de, pe, and ve were pDNA, PEI/pDNA, polymer/pDNA, and vesicle/pDNA, respectively, incubated with the DNA enzyme. Following this, 10 mg/mL of heparin was added to all samples and deactivated with 2.5 mM 2 µL EDTA at 80°C for about 10 minutes. Both the pDNA and the degraded pDNA segments were released from the bands. Comparing all the bands, it is easily seen that only the pDNA entrapped in the vesicles was completely protected from the enzyme degradation as shown in band ve. The pDNA in the control, PEI, and polymer were almost degraded, as shown in bands re, de, and pe, respectively.
Both the condensing and enzyme protection reflects that the vesicles not only increase the pDNA complexation but also protect the pDNA from enzyme degradation by the surrounding dense bilayer. The morphology of this vesicle-based polyplex was also characterized by TEM, as shown in Figure S2. This type of finely tailored polymer vesicle is different from liposomes in that the vesicles have unique properties such as uniform size, simple structures, tunable inner hydrophilic reservoirs, and surrounding densely packed non-charged bilayers. Thus, they represent a good alternative vector for in vitro/vivo gene delivery.

The on-time release of pDNA at the target site is another key issue for successful gene therapy. Disassociation of pDNA from the polyplex is believed to occur when other anionically charged macromolecules or cellular components such as mRNA, sulfated sugars, and nuclear chromatin are added in the cell. For the vesicle/pDNA system, the pDNA was entrapped in the inner hydrophilic core. Release of the solute (drug or pDNA) from the inner core of the vesicles was dominated by a diffusion mechanism, which, in turn, was dominated by the pDNA concentration difference between inner and outer sides of the vesicles. In our experiments, a small amount of cationic DOTAP was inserted in the bilayer. The bilayer structure of the vesicles was disrupted by the heparin, which interacted with DOTAP. The pDNA disassociation from the vesicles was accelerated by adding the disassociation agent (heparin) into the polyplex solutions. Consequently, although the pDNA was entrapped in the inner core of the vesicles, it could be successfully released out in vitro/vivo. As shown in Figure 3B, the pDNA release at the disassociation agent concentration of about 10 mg/mL was clear. In the picture, band 1 was the marker. Bands 2, 4, 6, and 8 were the pDNA, pDNA in PEI, polymer, and vesicles, respectively, while bands 3, 5, 7, and 9 were their corresponding solutions incubated with heparin. Such heparin concentration dependence on the pDNA disassociation from PEI/pDNA and vesicle/pDNA polyplex was further evaluated with heparin concentrations of 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 mg/mL, as shown in Figure 3C. Bands m, b0, and c0 were the marker, the naked pDNA, and naked pDNA with heparin, respectively, which were used as control. Bands c1–c4 reflected the heparin concentration dependence of heparin on pDNA release from PEI/pDNA, while d0–d4 correspond to vesicle/pDNA. For PEI/pDNA, the pDNA was totally released at all heparin concentrations with little difference between c1 and c4. However, the release from d0 to d4 strongly depended on the heparin concentration, indicating that the vesicle/pDNA polyplex had high condensing capacity. This release difference between the two types of polyplex further confirmed that well-defined vesicles not only condense and stabilize preloaded pDNA but also protect it from enzyme degradation. The pDNA entrapped in the inner core can be successfully released with a controllable profile.

Effects of polyplex properties on cellular internalization

HepG2 and 293T cell lines were used to evaluate the pDNA transfection profile. It should be pointed out that FBS-free culture medium was always used in previous gene
transfection studies, which did not seem to be a problem for in vitro transfection. However, many biomacromolecules, including the serum proteins, circulate in the blood. In vivo gene therapy will face many types of proteins. Thus, gene-transferring experiments should be conducted using a medium with serum proteins that mimics in vivo conditions as far as possible. In this study, we systematically conducted pDNA transferring with and without 10% FBS.

Figure 4 shows inverse fluorescent microscopy images of the pDNA transfection profiles of the PEI/pDNA and vesicle/pDNA polyplexes. By comparing the two columns with 10% FBS (left) and FBS free (right), we found that the transfection efficiency by PEI was significantly lower than that by vesicle. In addition, the medium containing FBS clearly suppressed the transfection efficiency of PEI. However, FBS had little effect on the transfection efficiency by vesicle. In contrast, both the 293T (Figure 4A) and HepG2 (Figure 4B) cell lines showed that the transfection efficiency by the vesicle/pDNA polyplex was higher than that by PEI/pDNA polyplex. It should be pointed out that a Millipore membrane with pore size of 450 nm was used for sterilization. The transfection efficiency of the PEI/pDNA polyplex before such filtration was similar to that in other reports. This suggested that much of the pDNA or some of the PEI/pDNA polyplex was removed in the sterile process.

Figure 4 Plasmid DNA transferring comparison between polyethylenimine PBA,b-PNAM, block copolymer vesicle for 293T (A) and HepG2 (B). Transference was indicated by inverse fluorescent microscopy either with or without fetal bovine serum (FBS).

Evaluation of intracellular level transfection

To further clarify the mechanism of the transferring efficiency promoted by vesicles, we used QD605 (a hydrophilic dot of 5 nm) as a probe to investigate the interaction mechanism between the polyplexes and the cells. The QD was used as a probe due to it having no protein expression at an intracellular level, which may eliminate the factors generated from intracellular gene reporting, including intracellular release and protein synthesis. The QDs were loaded into the vesicles by the same method used for pDNA condensing. The intracellular internalization of PEI/QD and vesicle/QD by 293T cells incubated in medium with and without FBS was quantitatively evaluated by inverse fluorescent microscopy (Figure 5). The blue color was from DAPI staining and the red color was from the QDs. Similar to the transfection profile of pDNA as shown in Figure 4, in FBS-free culture medium, too many QDs were transferred into the cells. However, in the 10% FBS-containing medium, the transfection efficiency by PEI was much lower than that by vesicles. Moreover, the fluorescent intensity decrease from FBS free to 10% FBS by the PEI-based polyplex was much higher than that by vesicle/QD. This was also attributed to significant inter-polyplex aggregation. This further told us that the proteins in the culture medium lowered the polyplex transferring efficiency. The fluorescent images of QDs and pDNA, which had similar varying trends, further proved that pDNA can be successfully transferred by vesicle.

Even if nano carriers successfully transferred the pDNA to the cytoplasm, intracellular release remains a key step for gene reporting. Figure 6A shows quantification analysis of vesicle/pDNA and vesicle/QD polyplexes based on 293T and HepG2 cells. As previously mentioned, inter-polyplex interaction was eliminated in FBS-free conditions. The positive ratio for 293T was a little higher than that of
HepG2, which was due to the properties of the cell line. The positive ratio of QDs was higher than that of pEGFP-N1 for 293T and HepG2. We further used the 293T cell line to investigate this transferring difference in FBS free and 10% FBS medium, which is shown in Figure 6B. The positive ratio of QDs (indicated by PL-2) was higher than that of pDNA (indicated by PL-1). Note that the complexation of the vesicles with QDs or pDNA was conducted at the same concentrations. Moreover, the potential of the vesicle/QD polyplex was about 4 mV, which was similar to that of the vesicle/pDNA polyplex (0–3 mV). As mentioned, the vesicle/pDNA and vesicle/QD polyplexes were prepared using the same process. They had the similar surface potential and the transferring was conducted under the same conditions. The QDs used in this study were non-charged particles of small size (∼5 nm). They could be directly visualized in fluorescent microscopy after intracellular uptake. Thus, the positive ratio difference between QDs and pDNA directly reflected the intracellular release and reporting profile of pDNA. Consequently, at a similar transferring efficiency, the positive ratio of pDNA was lower than that of the QDs, indicating that some cells had not expressed the green fluorescent protein. This was mainly attributed to some pDNA not being released from the endosomes, but may also be attributed to some pDNA being released but not reported in the fluorescent proteins.

**Mechanisms of self-assembly, transfection and stability**

As already discussed, well-defined nano vesicles offer new hope for overcoming the drawbacks of traditional polycations like PEI. Further, however, it is necessary to disclose the inherent transfection mechanism for further promoting their practicable use. The driving force for the self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous media is their strictly different solubility, as described by the Flory–Huggins parameter ($\chi_{polymersolvent}$) as:

$$\chi_{polymersolvent} = \frac{(\delta_{polymers} - \delta_{solvent})^2 V_{solvent}}{K_B T} + 0.34,$$

where $\delta_{polymers}$ and $\delta_{solvent}$ are the solubility parameter of the polymer and the solvent, respectively, $V_{solvent}$ is...
the molar volume of the solvent, $K_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature and 0.34 is the entropic contribution. The Hildebrand–Scatchard solubility parameter ($\delta = \sqrt{\Delta E_{vap}/V}$) was used to describe the mechanism of solubility of solute, where $\Delta E_{vap}$ is the energy of vaporization and $V$ is the molar volume of the solvent. The thermodynamic condition is $\chi_{\text{hydrophobic block}} > 0.5$, while $\chi_{\text{hydrophobic block}} < 0.5$. Water is a selective solvent for the PBMA-PNAM copolymer, which gave rise to a distinguished solubility difference – that is, $\chi_{\text{PBMA}} > 0.5$ while $\chi_{\text{PNAM}} < 0.5$ as shown in Figure 7A. In contrast, the block length strongly affects the morphology of the final aggregate. The difference in block solubility resulted in the different molecular geometry, as described by the packing parameter:

$$\beta = \frac{V_H}{L_C A_0},$$

where $V_H$, $L_C$, and $A_0$ are the volume occupied by the hydrophobic chain, the hydrophobic chain counter length, and the surface area of hydrophilic chain, respectively.50 Normally, the morphology of the polymeric aggregates changes as the $\beta$ value changes; for example, for a spherical micelle ($0 < \beta < 1/3$), rod-like micelle ($1/3 < \beta < 1/2$), vesicle ($1/2 < \beta < 1$), and, finally, a planar bilayer ($\beta > 1$). The condition required for hollow spherical vesicle formation is a packing parameter, $\beta$, in the range of 0.5–1.0. As shown in Figure 2B, the $\beta$ of the series of PBMA$_x$-b-PNAM$_y$ was calculated and indicated that the vesicles would be form as PBMA/PNAM > 1,25,51 which is why the hydrophobic/hydrophilic length ratio was finely regulated to 73/51 by RAFT radical polymerization. The resulting block-length ratio was $0.5 < \beta < 1$. The morphology of the well-defined vesicles was confirmed by TEM, as shown in Figure 2B.

The conditions for and process of vesicle/pDNA polyplex formation is shown in Figure 7A. Most of the pDNA was condensed into the vesicles bearing small amount of DOTAP. This uniform bilayer structure further enhanced the gene-loading capacity and membrane penetration.52 This stealth layer (ie, the surrounding PNAM chains) can enhance the stability of the inner pDNA complex by significantly suppressing the interaction between the polyplex and proteins. Moreover, the size and structure of this type of polyplex was relatively uniform. In contrast, the naked PEI-based polyplex was fabricated by mixing with pDNA, as shown in Figure 7B.42 The positive charge on PEI and negative charge on pDNA were the driving force for their complexation. At a low N/P, the pDNA can not be completely condensed into a stable polyplex by PEI. The primary instable polyplex aggregated each other. However, a large amount of positive charge would appear if the N/P were increased too much. This would also lead to an instable polyplex, which would result in strong serum portion absorption.

The size and size distribution of the pDNA, vesicle, PEI/pDNA, and vesicle/pDNA polyplexes is shown in Figure 8A. It was found that just a single peak appeared for the pDNA and vesicles indicating their uniform size distribution. For the polyplex formed by vesicles, there was still a single peak corresponding to a slightly larger size (~150 nm) than that of the pDNA and hollow vesicles (~100 nm). This single peak

---

**Figure 7** The scheme illustrated complexation between carrier (polyethyleneimine [PEI] and vesicles) and plasmid DNA (pDNA). (A) shows the hydrodynamic and kinetic conditions for well-defined vesicle formation, pDNA condensing, and the properties of the corresponding stealth polyplex; (B) shows the polyplex formation by cationic PEI with pDNA and the corresponding size and surface properties of the polyplex. **Note:** The dimensions of the drawn polyplex do not reflect its real size.
indicated that the pDNA was successfully stabilized in the inner core of the vesicles. The small increase in polyplex size was attributed to the swelling effects generated by the inner complex. However, the PEI/pDNA polyplex showed larger and multi-distributed sizes (∼600 nm and 4000 nm, respectively). This larger size and broader distribution indicated inter-polyplex aggregation due to positive–negative charge interaction. Such large size did not pass through the membrane with pores of 450 nm. In addition, the surface potential of the PEI/pDNA polyplex randomly fluctuated in the range of −30 to 15 mV or even more, depending on the N/P value. Either too much low or high potential is undesirable for the cell cytotoxicity. The neutralization process between PEI and pDNA was difficult to control. This undesirable aspect of PEI was successfully eliminated by the vesicles with a surface potential of about 0–3 mV. This is also why the transfection efficiency of the PEI/pDNA polyplex was extremely low. Both the stable uniform size and the weakly charged surface of the vesicles contributed to their high transfection efficiency, which was easily tailored by regulating the composition of the block copolymer.

BSA was used to check the properties of the polyplexes in terms of their stability. In the DLS experiments, the size and size distribution of BSA (with a concentration about 25 mg/mL) and the vesicles (with a concentration about 0.5 mg/mL) were measured. Then the BSA was mixed with an equal volume of the vesicles (or PEI). The size of the PEI/BSA and vesicle/BSA polyplexes was further measured by DLS (diameter of PEI < 10 nm; not shown). Figure 8B shows the size and size distribution of the BSA, vesicle, vesicle/BSA, and PEI/BSA polyplexes. The single peak corresponds to the BSA (∼8 nm – black squares) and vesicles (∼110 nm – red circles), showing the relatively narrow size distribution. For the mixture of vesicle/BSA, there were two well-separated peaks. The small and large peaks (green triangles) corresponded to that of the BSA and vesicles, respectively. In contrast, for PEI/BSA, just one very large and broadly distributed curve coupled from two peaks (~50 nm and 200 nm – blue triangles). Note that in the DLS experiment the light scattering intensity (I) is related to the molecular weight (M) and concentration (C) of the scattering objective (D) by the relation I ∼ MC. Here, the M directly reflects the size of the scattering objective in solutions. In our experiments, the concentration for both cases was the same, so the light intensity, I, just reflects the
size of the scattering objective – that is, the size peaks in the DLS testing indicated the molecular weight variation of the polyplexes. The two well-separated peaks of the BSA/vesicle mixture indicate no interaction between the BSA and vesicles. However, the similar size of the BSA and PEI peaks was attributed to the electronic absorption resulting in big aggregates. This result showed that the serum stability of the vesicle/pDNA polyplex was much higher than that of the PEI/pDNA polyplex, which correlates with the result of the mentioned in vitro gene transference.

Generally, for particles with a surface charge, the force for their stability in aqueous solution comes from electronic repulsion. If two objectives carry opposite charges, absorption will automatically appear, resulting in larger size aggregates. PEI and BSA hold oppositely charged surfaces and their blending at a high N/P showed surface potential of about –15 mV. Such a highly positive charge led to the large aggregates in their mixture solution, as illustrated in Figure 8C (top). However, for the non-charged particles, including the self-assembled vesicles, stability is attributed to the surface hydrophilic chains. In our previous study, it was found that the determining factor is the corona-forming chain density ($\rho_{\text{corona}}$), which is defined as the ratio of micellar surface area ($S_{\text{corona}}$) to the aggregation number ($N_{agg}$); that is, $\rho_{\text{corona}} = S_{\text{corona}}/N_{agg}$. The higher $\rho_{\text{corona}}$ led to a lower gap between neighboring hydrophilic shell chains. Thus, as the mobility of the chains was not permitted, entropic loss resulted. This entropic loss increased the excluded volume of the vesicles, which suppressed the in vitro/vivo protein absorption, as shown in Figure 8C (bottom).

**Vesicles further promoted solid tumor accumulation**

Accumulation at the solid tumor was further investigated by these stealth vesicles. Firstly, the BALB/c nude mouse xenografted tumor model was set up. The successfully established solid-tumor xenograft model was confirmed by the IVIS imaging system shown in Figure 9A. The in vivo tumor accumulation profile was indicated by FITC, which was delivered by the PEI- and vesicle-based polyplexes – the fluorescent images are shown in Figure 9B and C, respectively. As indicated by the blue arrow, it was found that intra-tumor accumulation of FITC delivered by the vesicles was much higher than that by PEI. This indicates that the intra-tumor accumulation of vesicles was much higher than that of PEI with the same circulation time allowed. This promoted intra-tumor accumulation of vesicles was attributed to their stealth polyplex properties – that is, EPR. The densely packed non-charged hydrophilic bilayer successfully suppressed its menas vesicle’s interaction with the proteins when circulating in blood. Additionally, the EPR effect was also enhanced by the vesicle’s uniform size and size distribution in the range of 100–200 nm. In contrast, the naked PEI-based polyplex’s charged surface interacted with serum proteins resulting in some large aggregations with broad size distribution. Both the surface charge and the large size lowered the circulation time of the polyplex and decreased the EPR effect. The in vivo tumor accumulation profile further proved the stability mechanism, as shown in Figure 8C. Taken together, the results indicate that the in vitro/vivo stability, transferring efficiency, and intra-tumor accumulation can be efficiently enhanced by finely tailored non-cytotoxic well-defined vesicles.

**Conclusion**

Using conventional RAFT radical polymerization, we designed and synthesized an amphiphilic block copolymer, PBMA-b-PNAM block copolymer, with the hydrophobic/hydrophilic block-length ratio of 73/51 (PBMA$_{73}$-b-PNAM$_{51}$). The well-defined polymer vesicles were successfully
self-assembled in aqueous solution by tuning the polymer packing parameter $0.5 < \beta < 1$, which was further confirmed by TEM. The low site-cytotoxic vesicle-based polyplex was prepared in situ for gene transfection, which was conducted by inverse fluorescent microscopy, flow cytometry, and CLSM using a tumor (HepG2) cell line and a non-tumor (293T) cell line. The vesicle-based polyplex showed very high pDNA condensing efficiency, enzyme-degradation protection, intracellular uptake and intracellular release. Additionally, the vesicle-based polyplex showed very high serum stability. The mechanism of the promoted transferring efficiency and serum stability of the vesicle was clearly disclosed. The high serum stability further promoted in vivo tumor accumulation, as evaluated by the BALB/c nude mouse xenografted tumor model. The finely tailored supramolecular vesicles significantly promoted gene transfection efficiency, serum stability, and intra-tumor accumulation, which showed their high potential for use in practical gene therapy.
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Supplementary figures

Figure S1 Gel permeation chromatography characterization of macromolecular reversible addition-fragmentation chain-transfer radical polymerization agent and the corresponding block copolymer poly(n-butyl methacrylate)-[PBMA]-poly(N-acryloylmorpholine).

Figure S2 Transmission electron microscopy image of the vesicle/plasmid DNA (pDNA) polyplex.

Figure S3 Plasmid DNA transferring comparison using polyethylenimine (PEI) for 293T (A) and HepG2 (B) cell lines, observed by inverse fluorescent microscopy either with (N/P = 10) or without filtration (N/P = 10 – F) in fetal bovine serum-free medium. Abbreviation: N/P, nitrogen-from-PEI/phosphate-from-DNA ratio.

Figure S4 Plasmid DNA transferring comparison between polyethyleneimine and PBMA_{75}–b-PNAM_{51} block copolymer vesicle HepG2 (A) and 293T (B) cell lines, as indicated by confocal laser scanning microscopy either with or without fetal bovine serum. Abbreviation: PBMA_{75}–b-PNAM_{51}, poly(n-butyl methacrylate)–b-poly(N-acryloylmorpholine), with hydrophobic to hydrophilic block ratio regulated at 73/51.